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October
We acknowledge the Traditional Owners of country throughout Australia and recognize their continuing connection to
land, waters and culture. We pay our respects to their Elders past, present and emerging.
Bidjigal and Gadigal people lived in and around the Clovelly /Coogee area.

Clovelly Child Care Centre

Newsletter No.’s 3 and 4 combined
October to December 2020

Actor Meyne
Wyatt wins
Packing Room
Prize as
Archibald Prize
finalists

“Children need art and stories and poems
and music as much as they need love and
food and fresh air and play”
Clovelly Child Care Centre would like to send tributes
to Sir Ken Robinson, champion of creativity in
education He thought of re-imagining education
that puts relationships, creativity and embodied
learning at its core.

T

his year has been very squiggly and unusual The earlier part of the year was very
surreal. I know I speak on behalf of educators , families and children when I say we
have universally felt uncertain and apprehensive at times.
Yet throughout it all , our children have felt, loved nurtured , safe and secure thanks
to the dedication of our GLORIOUS staff . This newsletter is a super- duper bumper
issue as we have tried to share as much as we could with you particularly because you
have not been able to walk in our centre for so long. We have missed you . Please take
your time and ENJOY reading .

What’s buzzing?
2020
October
12 Pop up art gallery
Rejuvenation-Our
Journey art exhibition
13 and 16 School
photos
November
8-15 NAIDOC week
10 Sharing culture
incursion
14 Love is love day
18 Sustainability
meeting
December
11 Children Christmas
party. Time TBA(Covid)
18 Last day of term
2021
January
11-22 Holiday care
26 Australia day
27Pupil free day/ Staff
Development
27 First day of Term 1

Educators day

Early Childhood Educators' Day recognises and celebrates the work of
Australia's educators in early learning services for their wonderful
contribution to the wellbeing and healthy development of the young children
in their care.
It's a chance to say thank you to Australia’s early childhood educators on a
very personal level by service operators, families and their children, as well as
collectively at the national level.
This year Early Childhood Educators' Day took place on Wednesday 2nd
September. The families and I prepared a special secret surprise for our staff.
They had no idea what was in store for them on Educators day
They entered the staff room and saw a wall of gratitude on the walls

Iconic covid pic of
dressing up for zoom
meeting at home
during lock down. Shirt
and tie …. And
BOARDIES

Quinn and the Rollo Family would like to send a very special thank you to our amazing director Debbie and our dear educators,
especially Jo, Ness and Shaye for their super efforts during lockdown, as well as Grace and Luke for your ongoing support and all
the casual educators too.
We appreciate you all so much in the wonderful gifts of learning you give to Quinn each day and the incredible care and
compassion you have for her and all the children.
Thank you for being there so Matt and I could continue to work through the lockdown and support our students and patients.

Lots of love,
Quinn, Matt, Felicity and Darcy

Our very own Catherine (who is also
a trained therapeutic masseur)
treated each staff member to a 15
min “ paraffin wax” hand massage .

Congratulations to 'Only About
Children Seaforth’

This year, Clovelly child care center submitted an art work created by the Joeys 2019 for the Koori
Curriculum NAIDOC virtual Art Competition
We submitted our own art work that reflects this years NAIDOC theme.

Although we didn’t win we were proud to stand alongside some wonderful artworks from other
childcare centers across NSW . The winner was decided by a casting a vote for your favorite piece . Thank
you to the families and friends that voted for us

Our ALWAYS sculpture in collaboration with artist Jacob Nash continues as we begin work on
the mini mirrored letters. We look again to the land to source inspiration. ‘A’ is for
Acknowledgement of Country and features some of the words from the acknowledgement
that the Joeys wrote. ‘L’ is adorned with leaves from our old gum tree. The tree is part of the
Joey’s story. ‘W’ is for water. We observe the ocean on Beach Kindy and use watercolours to
represent water in all its wonderful colours and behaviours. ‘A’ is for animals. We love our
native birds and bees in the Joeys yard. ‘Y’ is Yaama gunima. It means “Hello Mother Earth”
in Gamilaroi language. It is a special song gifted by Walgan Priscilla that we sing each day as
we come to the yarn circle. The hand prints represent saying ‘hello’ and our clay is from
Gamilaroi land. ’S’ is for sea glass collected by the Joeys on Clovelly Beach. Although not a
natural resource - it has been weathered by the elements and smoothed by the ocean
Read about one of our dada Jacob Nash on the next page

Clovelly’s entry

A few examples of some of the other centre’s entries

Gifts from country

• Meet Jacob Nash -one of our dads who is an artist.
As aboriginal man with two young boys attending
Clovelly Childcare Centre I think it is really
important, when you have the opportunity, to
always share your cultural knowledge with the next
generation. I believe that all children should have
the opportunity to connect with first nations
culture so that they can be inspired to learn from
and take care of country. Through this
collaboration with the Joeys they had an
experience where they looked to country to create
an artwork that let us talk about the country they
live on, the stories it holds and engage with
Aboriginal culture in an urban setting. The Joeys
know that they are now and will always be on
Aboriginal land.

Each room thought about rejuvenation in different ways and reached different learning outcomes

Joeys - How to create a space that bring back and re- attracts bugs, birds
and helps the bees -they are investigating bug houses and insect hotels.
They have also had their first out of the gate experience, this year, to
collect building materials from Burnie park. The Joeys were also interested
in rejuvenating their minds and bodies through movement and
meditation
Plateenas: The educators have been investigating places that make you
feel the safest and happiest and so have investigated what feelings come
to us when we are at home and when we are at kindy This is their home
away from home so the educators have set both indoor and outdoor
spaces to exude comfort and beauty .
Puggles – Outdoor rejuvenation has kept the puggles entranced. They
have planted two trees that Morgan our wonderful student gifted us and
built up a flowering herb garden. Jason and Sammy have used these herbs
in our menu. They have connected to earth soil and have discovered the
living creatures inside like worms and tiny, tiny bugs.

New inspiring project for Clovelly during 2020 Fostering social justice and children's rights
Our outcome is for Clovelly Childcare Centre is to have a unique project catered for our service that can provide a deeper understanding and confidence
for educators with tackling and implementing how to develop inclusion strategies for children who experience discrimination or exclusion through an antibias approach. This will translate into our planning curriculum and documentation. The purpose of the project is for all children to feel a sense of
belonging, be welcomed into an inclusive and fair learning environment.

An anti-bias approach needs to be the foundation for the curriculum, that is based on the concepts being, belonging and becoming that shape
identity, self-concept and we know that a strong identity and self-concept is critical to children’s cognitive development to becoming successful learners.
This will have a positive impact on children’s learning and educators’ capacity to do their job. Our project will develop a consistent team approach with
changes in practice that will be sustained
This practice will be maintained through providing depth to our philosophy, also by educators sharing their knowledge and mentoring new educators that
join our service over time. Most importantly it will deepen educators’ knowledge and confidence in tackling anti-bias and co-constructing inclusion
strategies for children who experience bias and discrimination along with those children who enact bias and discrimination.

Dr Red Ruby Scarlet ( Our
resident Pedagogue ) facilitates our
innovative solutions project

•

Each session will engage with the anti-bias
goals and the specific area of bias being

•

Session 1-4: Introduction session – Why it is
important to tackle bias in early childhood?

•

Session 5-8: What is racial bias and why does it
matter?

•

Session 9-12: What is gender bias and why
does it matter?

•

Session 13-16: What is disability and why does
it matter?

•

Session 17-20: What is identity bias and why
does it matter?

•

Session 21-24: Unpacking the anti-bias goals
through reflection

Clovelly will use the four anti-bias goals from Dr Red Ruby Scarlet’s
book Fairs Fair: How to tackle bias in education and care services. Dr
Red Ruby Scarlet will breakdown the four chapters and the anti-bias
goals, encourage reflection and mentor educators with embedding an
anti bias approach through curriculum planning and documentation.
The focus of anti-bias is relationships. Relationships with children,
educators, the environment and the community. These goals enrich
Clovelly’s existing philosophy and make visible children’s rights. They
shine a light on celebrating the diversity of children’s identities because
the research shows that when children have a strong sense of identity
they learn better, more deeply and more meaningfully.

QUOTE Ruth Bader Ginsburg

We pride ourselves on how we learn through relationships at Clovelly
and we are excited about learning how to express this authenticity
through our pedagogical practices. We will be using new technologies
for our professional expressions for families to enjoy and to
celebrate children’s learning together.

Kitchen garden a handful of worms from our worm farm

It is so exciting to see the gardens transforming back from barren soil to renewed life thanks to our dedicated gardening crews of educators and
children. We have had a unique opportunity this year to reconnect with the land [literally hands in the dirt], to peel back the layers and start our
garden program from its’ infancy. This has provided all our children to with an incredible insight, understanding and knowledge of how to prepare,
tend to and care for land in all our garden spaces [not just the veggie beds]. Teaching the children about ways and how we can reduce our
environmental footprint through our recycling and sustainable practices is an important component of the garden program. They have embraced
and taken on the responsibility of care and nurture of the outdoor environment, their eyes opening and seeing not just the plants but the whole
garden and the different habitats that live within. These habitats have provided many teachable moments for conversations about biodiversity and
the interdependence these habitats have to create a healthy and happy garden. One analogy shared with the children likened them to the garden –
you need love, care, air, water, food, sunshine and even a haircut to survive just like the garden. Many conversations have revolved around the
inhabitants of the garden and the contributions they make and how the garden gives back. Worms, bugs and slugs tend the soil, bees and
butterflies pollenate the plants and the plants become a host in the life cycle of a caterpillar. We have achieved great things over the past few
months and reaped the rewards of our labours.
The Joeys vegetable bed has produced a bumper crop of snow peas – some have made it into kitchen meals but the majority have been enjoyed
eaten straight from the vine. The joy and excitement they get in finding them, picking them and eating them is magic. It is also very satisfying
observing them sneakily picking them when they think know one is watching. The lettuce, broccoli and spinach have also been successful and the
thinning out of the celery enabled gifting some to families. Our next project is to get the native bed going and the joeys have been hard at it –
removing the depleted soil and transferring it into a digging bed for their own use. With Spring upon us new planting has begun in all rooms.

The Plateenas have had more of a focus on native and indigenous planting delving deeper into local culture. They were very proud of their sweet
potato crop and the opportunity to gift them to their families. While the bed rested they were able to tend the soil forever on the hunt for the
inhabitants within. Pure joy is witnessed with the discoveries they find and share with their peers and educators. They have been hands on in prepping
the bed – boosting it with compost and then planting snackable, pickable foods, cucumbers , beans, tomatoes that will hopefully be enjoyed soon. They
have planted snap pea and beetroot seeds that have just begun to sprout and will soon planted in the bed. We have been resourceful in reusing cut
down branches as garden stakes and climbing frames. The Puggles herb garden has provided the kitchen with seasonings and garnishes for our meals
and many tasting moments for the children. They love their garden and play an integral part in its’ care. The worm farm is a highlight in their day when
they feed them their food scraps and to seek out the worms, bugs and slugs lurking within. With Spring we’ve removed some dead plants and
transplanted growing ones into larger pots. Not wanting to throw one tree one we cut it up to make our own blocks to add to our resources. When cut
we discovered it was fibrous inside and needed cleaning out. They were diligent in pushing out the fibres with pencils and sticks and smoothing the
wood with sandpaper. Some native plant gifts from Morgan [student] has begun their own native bed and we have since added thyme and lemon
myrtle.
Needless to say as I’m sure you have noticed the gardens are well on their way to recovery and provided us with our inspiration for the annual art
show this year. Ask your child about the garden – I’m sure they will have plenty to tell you
Observation and research has clearly shown that there are outstanding educational benefits for children when involved in gardening experiences – it
is therapeutic, it feeds our souls and fosters a strong sense of well being. Gardening helps with a wide range of topics that are a part of our everyday
curriculum. The wider topics include seasons, weather, life cycles, animals and mini beasts. Children learn new skills, have fun, socialise and develop
self-confidence by spending time in the garden tending plants and growing their own food.

National tree day

National Tree Day is a call to action for all Australians to put their hands in the
earth and give back to their community.
Each year, about 300,000 people volunteer their time to engage in environmental
activities that educate individuals about the world around them. 31/07/20
It's a day to venture outdoors and importantly, to have fun in nature.

Every year Clovelly Child Care Centre proudly registers to join Schools Tree Day (31/07/20) as it is a great way to inspire

our children to learn about the local environment while playing an active role in our learning community.
All the children gathered together around a special fire in the sand pit and we planted one native tree. (Sally secured a $200
donation from Bunnings and with that money, we managed to buy nourishing ingredients (compost , mulch , nutrients , potting soil ,
cow manure ) to plant 3 native trees and 2 plantings .

WHY Plant a tree you may ask ?
ends on the health of our trees and forests and there are a number of reasons we should plant trees.
To tackle climate change
To clean the air
To prevent soil erosion and improve water quality
To create and restore habitats Planting native seedlings can improve habitat for native wildlife,
To improve your mental and physical health
Humans are biophilic creatures, meaning we have an innate tendency to seek connections with nature and other lifeforms.
Because of this, being in the presence of nature reduces stress and anxiety in humans, and

rejuvenates the

spirit
Clovelly Child Care Centre would like to thank BUNNINGS warehouse
in Randwick for their generous donations of over $400 towards plants, compost
soil and gardening tools . We as so very grateful . (we proudly support local business )

https://www.bunnings.com.au/

Preparations for national tree day –preparing “dampa” for our celebratory afternoon tea. We baked our bread in our fire inspired by indigenous methods of baking
bread . We enjoyed making lemon myrtle tea to wash our bushtucker yumminess down . Nothing beats hot dampa , bush honey and butter with tea

Vanessa and Nicole have created products are certified
toxin free, are not tested on animals, are vegan,
biodegradable and home compostable. And their ultimate
aim is to get as many natural, organic and home
compostable products into as many households as they
can.

Ref A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum is a 1966 British-American DeLuxe
Color musical comedy film, based on the stage musical of the same

Our two gorgeous mums are
gifting us a special Fundraising
opportunity for Clovelly Ness
and Nic are offering a special
link for Clovelly parents to
directly order some products.
A tree will be planted in your
honour. CCCC will receive 10%
of the profits

•

It’s 100 per cent natural and certified organic. But it is also something that you can chop up and pop in your compost. Or if you don’t have a compost, you can dig a hole and stick
it in the garden or even a pot plant,’’ Nicole says.

•

“YOU CAN ALSO POP IT IN Clovelly childcare centre’s many compost bins/worm farms! ” (Debs )

•

“We want to educate our customers about a whole bunch of other things, like how to compost, what things in your house can you recycle, and to recycle properly, and be more
than a lifestyle brand. We want our customers to know you don’t have to be perfect. If you want to choose to go natural and that’s the only thing you do, well, you know what,
that should be commended.’’

•

Vanessa and Nicole talk passionately about the Biode lifecycle when asked about how they measure the brand’s sustainability.

•

“Let’s say you have bought the soap, you take the soap out of the box, put it into the shower, and you use the product. At the same time we plant a tree because we understand
the majority of our packaging is paper,’’ says Vanessa.

•

“By the time you’ve finished your product, your box that the product came with has started its degrading process into the earth. So, by the time you’re going to order again, there’s a
tree planted in its honour. The product that you’ve used has gone on you. And the box that it’s come in is dissolving into the earth.”

•

Since launching in June 2020, thanks to its community, Biode has planted 543 trees and saved at least 1086 units of packaging from landfill. It’s changing the personal care game
from the ground up. And we can’t wait to see what the future has in store. 766

•

766 TREES PLANTED and still planting

•

THAT’S 1532 UNITS REDUCED LANDFILL

•

THAT’S 28342 KGS OF PAPER

•

THAT’S 766 HOMES

•

10% of all money made from this code will be donated to Clovelly Child Care Centre.

The code for 10% off until December 31st is Cl.ovelly10.

Compost image and narrative written BY Biode™ Australia

Hug a tree and feel the love
……….

Puggles

•

As mentioned previously this year we have had a lot of focus on rejuvenation in both our outdoor environment and that of ourselves.

•

Rejuvenation: Over the past
few months, the
rejuvenation of the Puggles
outdoor space has
flourished into the most
wonderful learning
experiences for our children.
We have continued to care
for and maintain growth on
two of our lovely native
plants donated by our
student Morgan. Our native
herb garden has thrived and
been enjoyed by the
children in a variety of way
(mint being a top
contender) the
understanding and
connection to land, what it
has to offer and how we
appreciate it has been
wonderful to have our
children be a part of.
Throughout the past few
months, we have had a lot
of our teaching focused on
making these connections to
our natural environment
with rejuvenation
continuing to be our focus.

•

Self-help skills such as toileting and emotional regulation have been two main areas of focus for our Puggles as of late. As educators, we aim to work with the circle of security and quality
area 1: children have a strong sense of identity to meet the needs of all our Puggles. We support this outcome by building nurturing relationships with all our children and recognizing
feelings of distress or discomfort. Our ongoing support and acknowledgment to our Puggles needs will remain on going

•

An ongoing part of our
daily practice is to create a
strong sense of self and
belonging to the children’s
environment and
community at Clovelly. We
recognize the support
children need in times of
change and unfamiliar
circumstances this can tie
into our teaching and
approach to rejuvenation
towards the children. As
mentioned in our previous
newsletter we spoke on
the developing
interdependence of our
Puggles and the great
sense of security in which
they show through not
only the drop off routine
but throughout the day.
Developmental milestones
are being met daily within
our room from children
learning their physical
strengths through walking
and body movement to
cognitive development,
talking, singing and
recalling.

Plateenas

Embedding indigenous perspectives throughout all areas of our curriculum has been an integral part of the Plateenas learning this year.
As we weaved the understanding of rejuvenation in our centre throughout each learning area , it was so natural to acknowledge Country and to show respect for Traditional Owners and the continuing
connection of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples to Country.
One of our centerpieces for our art show is our “Ode to the Aboriginal flag” inspired the weaving techniques of Aboriginal people Indigenous flag on our back fence.
This was born from discussions with children during our yarn circles.. At our morning yarn circle, we were deciding what piece we could place on our back fence, to represent country and the indigenous
people. The suggestion was a weaving project of an aboriginal flag, the children agreed. We ordered three colors we needed to make the flag and we patiently waited for the delivery When the postman
came the children eagerly ran to the letterbox in hope a parcel of material would be there, when it did arrive there was lots of excitement
How we did it .
We began by laying out some paper and measured the size our flag would be. Intentional; mathematics was applied
We taped the measured paper up on the fence to guide us, we cut out the middle of the paper leaving us a frame to guide us. With support from educator’s we began our weaving. The weaving continued for
over three months! As we weaved, we learnt about the Indigenous flag’s meaning – the meaning of colors of the flag, who and why the flag was designed and other interesting knowledge on indigenous
culture.

To highlight our weaving for the art show and to showcase our childrens wonderful voices we
have done our performance of the Indigenous song Gali Burum (heads , shoulders, knees and
toes) in front of our wonderful flag . This video has been professional edited free of charge by
the wonderful Carla , (who is a friend of Victoria.) Families can purchase the clip as part of our
fundraising effort

Is land art ephemeral art?
Land Art – Transience of Nature
There are many forms of ephemeral
art, from sculpture to performance,
the term is usually used for ART that
occurs once, like a happening, and
cannot be embodied in any lasting
object to be displayed in a gallery or at
Clovelly childcare

Ephemeral Art

.
The children experienced their ephemeral art experience with
acrylic paint, a Perspex easel and a spray bottle. There sprays had
to washed off so the next artist could have a turn . Their creation
only lasted a few moments
As a first-time experience, they were a little unsure at first because
they wanted to hold onto their creation but it didn’t take long for
them to grasp the concept of a new form of art.

We encourage
the Planteenas
to source their
learning from
mother nature .
Today Ines uses
leaves and twigs
to create
“Butterfly with
Hole” while
Eleanor collects
leaves and seeds
to create “Clay
Photograph

The children’s love of the arts has continued
throughout the year in a range of mediums.
Watercolors shine
through as one of
the childrens
mediums they
continue to work
through.
To begin with
watercolors was a
new medium to
experience, so we
learned how to
place our brush
into the water,
blotting their
brush onto a
blotting paper
before beginning
to create their
artwork. They
caught onto the
process quickly,
and continue to
revisit, exploring
the medium
under a number
of provocations.

Two popular provocations that have extended their skills or
introduced new children to the experience:
A)Inspiration from an Indigenous tracking art-piece. This
experience extended their use of the brush using different
types of strokes, such as maneuvering the brush to make track
like marks. Each of our artists had their unique brush stroke
style in their interpretation of a tracking print.

B) Our newly acquired indigenous herbs resulted in

not only some stunning pieces of art ( you can buy at
our Art Show) but also garnered interest by a
number of children that had up to this point, not
taken an interest in painting with watercolors.
Those that were more experienced in the medium
did beautiful blending and fine still art pieces on our
Pricky Thyme and Hakea Trieura.

Joeys
“Every Inquiry ends with a celebration
called exhibition”
It is important to society that classrooms and we as teachers are clearly aware of how
much space we leave children for original thinking, without rushing to restrict it with
predetermined schemas that define what is art.

Our Art Studio is a space in our classroom that is based on autonomy, connection, and
dialogue. We have an important pedagogy focusing on process not just product or
outcome. We also engage with lots of different languages within art – languages are the
ways children express their ideas i.e. photography, transient art, clay, dance and visual

arts. These languages have been key themes for this years Art Show.
The Design Process
“Think, say draw, do process”.
Auggie and Jeremy collaborated with teachers to design and plan our new mud kitchen – they engaged
with bird’s eye view drawings to draw the landscape of our current space we want to use for our mud
kitchen.

Bug hotel designed and constructed from scratch by some of the Joeys

• Painting at the Easels -creating an enabling environment
• Many children when engaging with materials at the painting space this year have been wanting to mix colours prior to their painting and have been articulating
that they need certain colours to paint. We have noticed their ideas emerging as they paint. As teachers we reflected on the idea that ideas continue before and

after a painting. We have noticed colours expressing their different identities in complex personal relationships with children. Alby told us he likes to draw with
light colours, “I like to draw with light orange and yellow”. Rosie has noticed how a shade of colour changes in a particular quality of light and Bowie has been
interested in shade experimentation, “I want to make lots of different colours”. All of us are born equipped with an extremely refined sensibility for perceiving
colour but to achieve this the brain must practice decoding. To achieve this task, it is important for it to encounter unhurried contexts, otherwise we lose
opportunities for seeing and tasting the things around us and this is what we have tried to create in the Joey’s painting space this year.

Joeys
•

Clay is such a valued experience in our curriculum and is
available daily. Children develop many skills and dispositions for
learning whilst they play with our beautiful Gamilaroi clay.

•

We are often inspired by others’ ideas. Felix one day made a
“clay cave” for a bug. Realising the opportunity to make more
for our bug house we decide to learn how to make PINCH POTS.
The technique of ‘pinching’ requires tactile sensitivity.
Manipulating clay into a desired form takes practise, patience
and improves manual dexterity.

•

Of course, all the while we are having fun with our friends and
teachers in a shady spot of the Joey’s garden. We will keep
watch on the bug house to see if any creepy crawlies move in.

•
• Our Transient Art Space

What is Transient Art?

• Reducing ‘make and take’ and focusing on ongoing pieces of
thinking. Alice, Anouk, Odette, Maddie, and Rosie have all been
showing sustained active involvement and creative exploration in this
space. Materials can allude to realities – re-evoking, narrating, or
representing them on personal multisensorial memory processes.

Provocations within this space
Mondrian is a creative process using the simplest of
means: colour and shape. We have been discussing
the composition of balance, harmony, and rhythm.
Piet Mondrian paintings placed emphasis on large
planes of red, yellow, blue, and white and black
gridlines. Alice and Anouk have been exploring this
art medium and experimenting with the individual
tiles and have also transferred their knowledge by
engaging with other materials in the room to create
a similar art piece.
Alice: “I’m going to start again and do a
different idea”
Anouk: “I made an arrow”

After a quick
demonstration the
Joeys operated the foot
pedal and watched how
the machine ‘winds up
the bob

• This year our sewing project took inspiration from the Joeys’ desire to make bags.
Drawn illustrations were completed by hand stitching. Jo has been teaching the
Joeys how to sew with emphasis on developing technique and building confidence.

• We then created hessian bags with a purpose for planting flowers and herbs to be
hung in our veggie garden. To keep with our sustainable practice we used as many
recycled materials as possible.
• Extending our sewing experience, Ness brings in her sewing machine so we can
compare the difference between both hand-sewn and a machine process. We
discover that Jeremy is brilliant at threading in both applications. Choosing our
thread and material was an important part of the process. We have our sights set
on using the machine for further projects including a large planter bag as a gift to
the staff at Randwick Bunnings for their continued support and donations to our
garden fund.

Nature, mathematics and design This is how our bug hotel project emerged in photographs
There are so
many bugs in our
yard . We want
to keep them
happy and safe

Example of Documenting the process of the bug house in a floor book

Awe and wonderment

Look at our happy,
flourishing Our
beautiful stingless
bees. Notice their
bright yellow
honey sacs which
are made
especially for
pollinating flowers

STEaM-Lorraine scaffolds the learning experience
with classification and ordering insects

STEaM-Children have the opportunity to extend their own learning experience with block construction and architecture

STEaM- movement

Experimenting with a Simple Pulley.
Once the Joeys understood the
concept of using a pulley to lift weight
they set about filling the buckets. The
children found the blocks had to be
loaded in a specific way or they would
fall out.
We spoke about transport such as
trucks and container ships needing to
be loaded safely in order to avoid their
load tipping.
It took a few attempts to pack the
bucket without the blocks falling out.
Connie, Elena and Annie slowly
hoisted up the load, they
experimented with both the hand
over hand method as well as pacing
backward to lift and forward to lower
the bucket.
We made a second pulley near the
sand pit and Charlie R. suggested wet
sand would be better than dry sand.
“It will be heavier because the water
will make it heavy.’ he said. Elena and
Jana agreed and Elena noticed that
the sand didn’t spill when the bucket
tipped over.
Francesco preferred the full body
method of hoisting the pulley. He
suggested he could walk back a long
way because the rope was long.

A moving child is a
learning child Joeys
• As the Joeys continue to explore their passion for movement, we
have incorporated some fun physical drills. Markers were set out for
our ‘crab run,’ where the children attempted to skip side to side and
pivot from one marker to another. This is a fundamental movement
skill, that aims to develop the children’s ability to move laterally, as
well as improve spatial awareness. Hand eye coordination and visual
perception were also explored, as the Joeys worked on their catching
with two hands and under arm passing. The children began at the
closest marker and for every successful catch, they moved one
marker back, increasing the difficulty of the next attempt. The
children’s learning was scaffolded by Luke, who used verbal cues and
demonstrations to help support their progress. These games go hand
in hand with helping to develop the children’s gross motor skills and
physical abilities.

Jumping for joy

How to kick the winning goal

How to be a goal keeper

The art of
rejuvenation
• Our annual art show and fund raiser

was scheduled for
SPRING and obviously due to COVID we had to rethink how we
exhibited the creative endeavours of our beautiful children.

•

We WERE not be able to host our spectacular art show event as we
have done in the past but COVID DID NOT halt our
children’s opportunities for artistic expressions .

•

As we have done throughout the whole year , we thought of an
alternative way to work around all the health and safety restrictions .

•

Social distancing has prohibited us to have a large gathering of
people at one time so we bent viewing time and changed how and
where we will set up.

•

The art show was not be our usual “ one nighter ” INSTEAD ,WE
PROUDLY Created a POP up viewing space in the driveway and other
surprise spaces.

•

It began on Monday 12 October at 2pm and was open for the rest of
the week . Sunny skies blessed our event.

Puggles

All products
proudly pugglehand made with
the assistance of
our talented
educators

Handmade eco wax wraps

Water-colour explorations

Plateenas

Families had an opportunity to contribute to the collaborative art installation
done by the Plateenas throughout the year . We called it “Weave a wish”
Viewers could choose a fabric thread from the box , write a wish and thread it
into the flag .

Photographic exhibition. Photos by
the Joey’s children

Joeys

•

The Joey’s exploration of Photography

•

Over the recent weeks, the Joey’s have had the opportunity to
engage with photography. They have explored unique angles and
perspectives while taking their photos, some choosing to come
close to their subject, others peering through the window in the
cubby house, framing their subject. The Joey’s also investigated
motion and movement while taking a photo and what this may look
like as a still image.

•

The Joey’s photos were centred around the meaning of
REJUVENATION, as we have had a year of restoring our environment,
with lots of replanting new plants, flowers, and vegetables during
Kitchen Garden with Sally.

•

With this concept in mind, the Joey’s observed their environment
and caught moments in time, displaying the new life that has been
brought back into the Joey’s garden this year. The children learnt
about how to physically hold a camera, how a camera functions and
the importance of the camera’s eye- the lens. The Joey’s were able
to appreciate the camera or Ipad in a respectful way and engage
with it as a valuable piece of technology. The Joey’s have been
involved with the entire art- making process, from helping the
garden grow, taking photos to curating their photos. The Joey’s
viewed each photograph on the computer, observed the clarity of
the image and looked at the main subject of each photo to decide
on the final photographs that we would display for our art show.
The Joey’s then framed their photos in picture frames, ready for the
show.

•

“I
need
to find
the
best
spot “

The
photographers
discuss
composition and
texture of the
plants before they
take the SHOT !

Fundraising proceeds from our art show
My final message is one of condolence and support

A few weeks ago , one of our special educators suffered an
unimaginably great loss.
Hawraa’s niece tragically passed away unexpectedly . We
have given her all our love and support during this time
As a sign of our respect for Hawraa and her family’s privacy,
we did not inform our families when it happened . It has
been a few weeks now and Hawraa is back at work and is
showing great resilience and strength .
When our centre takes part in fundraising we usually decide
and inform our families where the money will go. In the past
, funds raised from the Art show has gone directly into new
art materials for future art experiences .

This year, the staff and I would like to donate half of our
raised monies to Hawraas family .
This will help her grieve without added stress during this
Covid uncertainly
Once we have finalised the amount we have raised , I will
inform you all

